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Abstract 
This workshop submission points at the elephant in the 
room asking, “Is HCI interactional privacy scholarship 
influencing ‘real-world’ interaction design?” The authors 
briefly recount exemplar insights from the large body of 
HCI privacy scholarship, question the impact of this 
work beyond academic projects, and outline a project 
at the University of British Columbia situated to 
identify, describe, and perhaps help remove the 
pachyderm from the room.  
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Introduction 
Drawing on work from anthropologists, sociologists, 
philosophers, and psychologists1, human computer 
interaction scholars have developed a nuanced body of 
work addressing the concept of privacy [e.g., 3,8,9]. As 
a whole, this trove of scholarship highlights the 
interactional nature of the relationship-building, 
identity-crafting process that is an integral to the 
concept labeled herein interactional privacy. Within this 
work we find design theories, methodologies, 
approaches, recommendations, and dozens of 
prototypes that suggest it is possible to create 
information systems that promote rich interactions 
while supporting a sense of the inviolate self [13]. With 
such highly developed insights concerning interactional 
privacy to draw upon – why are reports of information 
system related privacy disasters still commonplace? 
From online protests against changes to Facebook 
default settings [11] to concerns over “data leakage” 
between sites [14], daily news coverage suggests that 
there is a large gap between findings from HCI privacy 
research and “real world” design practice. 
 
Through this short paper, we frame a nascent 
investigation of this gap in terms of identifying and 

                                                             
1 This list is illustrative, not exhaustive. 
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describing the elephant2 in the room. Stated bluntly, is 
the concept of interactional privacy influential outside 
of academia?  

The rest of the paper is presented as follows: First, we 
briefly describe interactional privacy by highlighting 
three key insights from interactional privacy pioneers. 
Second, we ask the reader to consider whether there is 
evidence that these types of insights are entering the 
design of mainstream information systems. Third, we 
outline nascent work at the University of British 
Columbia attempting to address the lack of research in 
this area through the following steps: 

1) Identify. Is there evidence that design teams 
consider interactional aspects of privacy? 
2) Describe. If they do, how? If they don’t, what are 
possible blocks to these considerations? 
3) Remove. If there are blocks, can we remove them? 

The submission concludes by highlighting particularly 
challenging areas for supporting interactional privacy. 

Interactional Privacy: 3 Key Aspects 
The concept of interactional privacy acknowledges that 
humans have developed intricate behaviors to manage 
the social and psychological complexities involved in 
our revelations to each other [1]. Privacy is not simply 
a matter of keeping one’s personal information safe and 
secure. Privacy is a complex, interactional process that 
involves aspects of relationship building, identity 
negotiation, and the consideration of cultural norms. 

                                                             
2 An English language idiom that refers to situations when an enormous and hefty 

problem is ignored, perhaps because the topic is taboo, embarrassing, or 
because it is so large, no one knows how to deal with it. 

These three integral aspects of interactional privacy, 
underscored through the work of pioneering HCI 
researchers, are described below. 

Relationships. In early work Friedman et al. [3] 
leveraged philosopher Annette Baier’s theorizing on the 
relationship between trust and harm. This work 
suggests that when we knowingly share information 
with entities that have the ability to harm us, we 
demonstrate that we trust those entities (e.g., 
physicians, accountants, governments, information 
systems). If we hold back information because we do 
not trust others, these relationships do not flourish. 

Identity. Palen and Dourish further unpack privacy 
through highlighting the challenges we face when 
attempting to transfer our identity negotiating skills 
from the realm of physically, spatially, and temporally 
bounded face-to-face interaction to the seemingly 
unbounded realm of digital interaction [9]. In the digital 
realm, where information is easily copied, moved, 
stored and accessed, our practiced steps of hiding and 
revealing information are hobbled. 

Norms. In strong accord with Palen and Dourish’s work 
explicating the concept of privacy are Nissenbaum’s 
efforts to develop the concept of contextual integrity 
[8]. Nissenbaum argues that determining whether 
one’s privacy has been infringed is heavily dependent 
on accepted cultural norms that in turn influence the 
expectations of those involved in the interaction.  

The interconnected nature of modern information 
systems has created a highly complex environment. 
Determining appropriate behavior in this environment 
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that supports the varied and nuanced aspects of 
interactional privacy is increasingly problematic.  

Noteworthy Privacy Projects 
The examples above highlight just three key insights 
from decades of HCI privacy scholarship. Over the past 
few years a range of university-developed projects 
incorporated these privacy-related insights into working 
information system designs [e.g., 5,6,12]. However, to 
date these systems are strictly opt-in, their discovery 
and use relies on users’ initiative and a preexisting 
interest in privacy. What about members of the broader 
public, who may care about issues related to digital 
privacy, but may not know where to go for alternatives 
to the mainstream tools they are currently using? 
 
The Elephant 
Here we return to the elephant metaphor.  If the 
importance of interactional privacy is well documented 
within academic scholarship and systems exist that 
draw upon these findings, why are so many information 
system privacy fiascos still occurring [2]? 

Recall that many of the aforementioned systems 
explicitly addressing interactional privacy concerns 
have strong ties to academic projects. We found the 
small survey by Rotondo and Freier revealing and 
intriguing. Sixty-eight digital/electronic designers 
responded. The findings report that “real world” 
practitioners care about values such as privacy. 
However, they feel as though they are already 
addressing these concerns in their work [10]. These 
designers did not express an interest in drawing upon 
the scholarly literature to use values specific design 
theories, methodologies, or approaches.  Rotondo and 
Freier’s survey suggests a need to document how 

designers actually attend to privacy in their design 
practice, with three simple goals in mind. 

Identify. First there is a need to corroborate or refute 
the self-reports from Rotondo and Freier’s survey. In 
summer 2011 our team initiates a project to uncover 
whether design teams are addressing aspects of 
interactional privacy in their practice. Specifically, the 
research team is exploring whether participating design 
teams: 1) Conceptualize privacy as a binary process 
(e.g., information is always secret or always public) or 
2) Consider topics such as identity, relationships, 
and/or norms as key aspects of privacy negotiation.  

Describe. Through a combination of semi-structured 
interviews and in-situ observation protocols along with 
sets of cultural probes [4] the team will gather data 
related to design teams’ efforts to support (or not) 
interactional privacy within an ongoing project. Are 
there obstacles to supporting interactional privacy? 

Remove. At the conclusion of this project, we will be 
well positioned to identify and describe blocks to 
designing for interactional privacy. Specifically we are 
interested in comparing the blocks presented in the 
literature, those described by project participants, and 
those identified by the research team. The end goal of 
this analysis is to help HCI scholars and design 
practitioners work together to remove these blocks and 
craft designs that better support interactional privacy.  

Challenge Areas 
Two challenge areas identified for this investigation are 
described below. 
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Children’s Virtual World Designers. To date children’s 
online environments (e.g., Club Penguin, Woogi World, 
WebKinz) are tightly constrained (e.g., “safe chat”) in 
terms of children’s ability to learn how to negotiate 
online relationships and construct their online identities. 
How do designers working in this area conceptualize 
the tensions between creating a safe, secure 
environment and creating an environment that 
supports children’s social and moral development [7]?  

Indigenous Communities. Indigenous communities 
around the world are working to develop community 
designed, digital information systems to hold a wide 
variety of information types (e.g., sacred cultural 
information, land claims information, and community 
members’ health records). For many, this requires 
developing or modifying systems to address the unique 
concerns of indigenous communities (e.g., community 
identity, self governance). 
 
Conclusion 
The authors of this workshop submission believe that 
HCI privacy scholarship offers invaluable insights, but 
early evidence suggests that the work is not of high 
interest to HCI design practitioners. There is a strong 
temptation to jump into addressing this perceived 
disconnect. However, we suggest that there is a need 
to empirically investigate the elephant, whether and 
how interactional privacy is currently conceptualized 
and addressed in design practice, before crafting ever 
more solutions.  
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